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1. Introduction and summary

We answer in the negative (by considering an example) the problem posed
in exercise 6 of § 2.3, page 62 [1], namely: If a ^-class D of a semigroup S is a
subsemigroup of S, then is D necessarily bisimple? For any semigroup T, we let
,¥T, MT, 3f'T, ST and £T denote Green's relations on T.

2. The example

Denote the set of real numbers by R and put R+ = {x eR: x > 0}. Consider
the following sets of 2 x 2 matrices over R:

G = I A i) •• be R+\ ; and S = KuG.

Under matrix multiplication, 5* is a semigroup, AT is an ideal of S, and G is a sub-
group of S; we note that K is included among the examples in exercises 8, 9, 10
of § 2.1 and exercise 7 of § 5.4 [1].

Take now any elements a, b,c,d in R+. Using easy calculations, we may show
that

e

and
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It follows that £PK = 0lK = 3>K = iK, the identity relation on K, while

I i I &s I , I if and only if a — c, and\a bj \c d]

if and only if a/b = c/d.
\a b) s \c d.

It follows that

A 0\ /I 0 \ /I 0\
\a bj ^ s la ad/cj ^ s \c d) •

Clearly now ^ s 2 (ATx AT) u (GxG), and ® s # 5 x 5 since # i s an ideal of S.
It follows that A' is a ^s-class, and is a subsemigroup of S, but is 'far from' being
bisimple.

REMARK 1. For any J§?s-class, L say, and ^s-class, R say, both contained
in the Ss-class K, we have LR - K, c.f. exercise 2 of § 2.3, page 61 [1].

REMARK 2. Since
3ls s / s £ (Jfx A") u (GxG) = 0 S ,

we see that K is the kernel of S. No principal left ideal of K is also a left ideal of
S, c.f. the example given by Clark [2].
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